
Blue Jet Healthcare Limited (Blue Jet) is a specialty pharmaceutical and healthcare ingredient company
that specializes in creating unique products for innovator and multi-national generic pharmaceutical
companies. Since they've been in operation since 1968, they have developed a Contract Development
and Manufacturing Organization (CDMO) model. Their expertise lies in contrast media intermediates and
high-intensity sweeteners, with a strong focus on research and development. In the past three Financial
Years and the three months ended June 30, 2023, the company has invoiced a total of more than 400
customers in 39 countries. Blue Jet is known for its competency in producing products like saccharin and
its salts in these specialized areas.

We believe Blue Jet Healthcare IPO offer gives investors an opportunity to invest in a Speciality pharmaceutical company
which offers niche products to innovator pharmaceutical companies. With 20 years’ experience in manufacturing of contrast
media intermediates and presence in making complex chemistries niche product categories in high-intensity sweeteners and
contrast media intermediates gives high entry barriers to its competitors. We also believe Blue Jets long standing
relationships and multi-year contracts with multinational clients helps them to take care not only of the long term supply
contracts but also to manage the warehousing and logistics for their customer. 
By looking at the financials, Blue Jets has delivered good growth in FY 2022 but a subdued growth in FY 2023, achieving
growth in Revenue/PAT of 37%/34% for FY 2022 and 5.49%/-12% in FY 2023. On Valuation parse at upper price band of ₹
346/- and based on annualized earnings and fully diluted post-IPO paid-up capital, the issue is asking for a Market Cap of ₹
6002 Cr with P/E of 34x on consolidated basis, which appears the issue is fully priced-in looking at the revenue and profit
growth. Due the company presence in niche product segment and has no immediate peers to compare so the issue may
fetch demand on first mover advantage due to which there could be a decent listing gains expected. Long term Investors
should look at offer with 100% OFS issue which is an area of concern for new investors hence we recommend investors to
“SUBSCRIBE WITH RISK” in Blue Jet IPO offer with a decent listing gain perspective.

Higher dependency on regulated market like Europe & USA.
Raw Material Price Fluctuations Pose Risks to their Operations.
Risk of 100% OFS.

Large Manufactures of contrast media intermediates in India: With over 20 years of experience, Blue Jet is
a major manufacturer of contrast media intermediates in India. They supply essential building blocks and
advanced intermediates for producing 7 iodinated contrast media. In 2020, they expanded their market by
introducing a building block for gadolinium-based contrast media. This strategic move up the value chain
enables them to better serve their customers' needs.

Presence in niche categories with high barriers to entry: Blue Jet strategically focuses on complex
chemistry categories within contrast media intermediates and high-intensity sweeteners. Entry barriers are
high in both areas, leading to a concentrated industry with few competitors in contrast media intermediates.
Stringent qualifications are needed to become a high-intensity sweetener supplier. Blue Jet's strong track
record in quality, taste, and impurity profile has fostered lasting customer relationships due to their
consistency in meeting these criteria for products used in beverages, confectionery, and oral care.

Long-standing relationships and multi-year contracts with multi-national customers: Blue Jet serves the
world's largest contrast media manufacturers, each specializing in different molecules, through long-term
relationships ranging from 4 to 24 years. They've met strict standards related to product quality,
sustainability, and capacity requirements, resulting in medium- to long-term supply contracts. One
relationship has evolved from transactional to a key supplier role, managing warehousing and logistics for
the customer. As a CDMO, Blue Jet collaborates and not compete with their customers. They are leveraging
R&D, process optimization, regulatory expertise, and a proven track record to build lasting relationships.
They engage in annual and multi-year supply contracts, ensuring revenue and cash flow predictability.

Strong product development and process optimization capabilities with a focus on sustainability: Blue
Jet's R&D center handles product development, technology transfer, and scaling up of products. They have
a rich history of developing over 100 products, with 40 successfully commercialized. They also employ
engineers to facilitate product scaling. In their commitment to sustainability, they've implemented energy-
efficient initiatives, including owning two windmills in Maharashtra, to reduce their carbon footprint.
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Investment Rationale

 The information contained in this report is obtained from reliable sources and is directed at investors. In no circumstances should it be considered as an offer to sell/buy or, a solicitation of any offer to, buy or sell the securities or
commodities mentioned in this report. No representation is made that the transactions undertaken based on the information contained in this report will be profitable, or that they will not result in losses. Mehta Groups and/or its

representatives will not be liable for the recipients’ investment decision based on this report.
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BASIC FINANCIAL DETAILS

FINANCIALS
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL TABLES

Particulars ₹ (in Cr)

Equity Share Capital
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Revenue Growth (%)
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Net Profit for the period
Net Profit Margin (%)
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ROCE %
ROE %

Standalone
34.69

690.99
725.68
179.54
24.23%
58.96

32.84%
57.92
44.12

24.57%
2.54

6.08%
41.83%
7.97%
6.27%
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34.69
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681.49
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30.39%
216.61
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22.20%
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31.91%
26.60%
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DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURE 
This Report is published by Mehta Equities Limited (hereinafter referred to as “MEL”) for registered client circulation only. MEL is a registered Research Analyst under SEBI
(Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 having Registration no. INH00000552. MEL is a registered broker with the Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and registered with
National Stock Exchange of India Limited and BSE Limited in cash and derivatives segments, Multi Commodity Exchange of India (MCX), National Commodity & Derivatives
Exchange Ltd. (NCDEX) for its stock broking activities & is Depository participant with Central Depository Services Limited (CDSL), is registered with SEBI for providing PMS
services and distribute third party PMS product and also member of Association of Mutual Funds of India (AMFI) for distribution of financial products.

MEL a “Research Entity” under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations 2014 has independent research teams working with a Chinese wall rule with other business divisions of MEL
as mentioned above.

MEL or its associates have not been debarred / suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for accessing / dealing in securities Market. MEL, its associates or Research
analyst or his relatives do not hold any financial interest in the subject company. MEL or its associates or Research analysts do not have any conflict or material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of the research report with the subject company. MEL or its associates or Research Analyst or his relatives do not hold beneficial ownership of
1% or more in the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this research report.

MEL or its associates or Research analyst has not received any compensation / managed or co-managed public offering of securities of the company covered by Research
analyst during the past twelve months. MEL or its associates have not received any compensation or other benefits from the company covered by Research analyst or third
party in connection with the research report. Research Analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of Subject Company and MEL / Research analyst has not been
engaged in market making activity of the subject company.

This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. MEL is not soliciting any
action based upon it. Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any such
transaction. In preparing this research, we did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of the reader. This research has been
prepared for the general use of the clients of MEL and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed or redistributed to any other person in any form. If you are
not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this research in any way. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers
may receive this report at the same time. MEL will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. This report is not directed or intended for distribution
to or use by any person or entity resident in a state, country or any jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or
which would subject MEL & its group companies to registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdictions.

The report is based on the information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete or up-to-
date and it should not be relied upon as such. We accept no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in it. MEL or any of its affiliates or employees shall not
be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. MEL or any of its affiliates
or employees do not provide, at any time, any express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to this report, including without limitation the implied
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations.

This information is subject to change without any prior notice. MEL reserves its absolute discretion and right to make or refrain from making modifications and alterations to this
statement from time to time. Nevertheless, MEL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to provide
information in response to specific client queries.

Before making an investment decision on the basis of this research, the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the advice is appropriate
in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate,
and an individual security may even become valueless. Opinions expressed are subject to change without any notice. Neither the company nor the director or the employees of
MEL accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this research and/or further communication in relation to this
research. Here it may be noted that neither MEL, nor its directors, employees, or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or
consequential including lost revenue or lost profit that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information contained in this report.

Analyst Certification: Research Analyst the author of this report, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflects my personal views about the
subject securities, issuers, products, sectors or industries. It is also certified that no part of the compensation of the Research analyst was, is, or will be directly or indirectly
related to the inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this research. The Research analyst is principally be responsible for the preparation of this research report and
has taken reasonable care to achieve and maintain independence and objectivity in making any recommendations.

Msearch’s Recommendation (Absolute Performance)
 Buy: > 20% within the next 12 Months

Accumulate: 5% to 20% within the next 12 Months
Sell : < -20% within the next 12 Months
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